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Given a graph with nonnegative edge weights and a set of pairs of nodes Q, we study the

problem of constructing a minimum weight set of edges so that the induced subgraph contains

at least K edge-disjoint paths containing at most L edges between each pair in Q. Using

the layered representation introduced by Gouveia, we present the first formulation for the

problem valid for any K,L ≥ 1. We use a Benders decomposition method to efficiently

handle the big number of variables and constraints. While some recent works on Benders

decomposition study the impact of the normalization constraint in the dual subproblem, we

focus here on when to generate the Benders cuts. We present a thorough computational study

of various cutting plane and branch-and-cut algorithms on a large set of instances including

the real based instances from SNDlib. Our best branch-and-cut algorithm combined with an

efficient heuristic is able to solve the instances significantly faster than CPLEX 11. Then,

we show that our Benders cuts contain the constraints used by Huygens et al. to formulate

the problem for L = 2, 3, 4, as well as new inequalities when L ≥ 5.

Key words: survivable network; edge-disjoint paths; hop-constrained paths; Benders decom-

position; branch-and-cut algorithm

1. Introduction

Our society is increasingly dependent on large-scale, networked information systems of re-

markable scope and complexity. Incorporating survivability capabilities into a network has
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become unavoidable for network operators in order to mitigate the risks in case of failures.

Herein, survivability is the capability of a system to fulfil its mission in a timely manner

despite intrusions, failures, or accidents. This concept of survivability allows networks to

remain functional when links or nodes fail. For each demand, we impose that at least K

different paths exist for each origin-destination pair. These K paths can, for instance, be

“edge-disjoint”, i.e. if a particular edge belongs to one of the two paths, this particular

edge can not be used by the other path. This guarantees that if K − 1 edges break down,

it is always possible to reroute all the demands by the K-th path which does not use the

broken arcs. Another form of survivability aspect considers the node-disjointness case. More

formally consider an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V represents the vertex set, and

E the set of edges. We also associate an installation cost ce to each edge e and introduce an

auxiliary arc set A which is obtained from each edge i, j of E by creating two arcs (i, j) and

(j, i) with the same cost as the original edge.

In order to incorporate the survivability considerations into the problem definition, we

need to introduce the following graph theoretical concepts with elements from the sets V and

A. Given two distinct nodes o (the origin vertice of demand) and d (the destination vertice

of demand) of V , an od-path is a sequence of node-arcs P = (v0, (v0, v1), v1, ..., (vl−1, vl), vl),

where l ≥ 1, v0, v1, ..., vl are distinct vertices, v0 = o, vl = d, and (vi−1, vi) is an arc connecting

vi−1 and vi (for i = 1, ..., l). A collection P1, P2, ..., Pk of od-paths is called edge-disjoint if

any arc (i,j) and its symmetric arc (j,i) appears in at most one path. It is called node-disjoint

if any node except for o and d appears in at most one path. A subgraph H of G is called

K-edge-survivable (respectively, K-node-survivable) if for any o, d ∈ V , H contains at least

a specified number K of edge-disjoint (respectively, node-disjoint) od-paths. Then, the K-

edge-survivable network design problem, denoted by K − ESNDP , consists in finding an

K-edge-survivable subgraph of G with minimum total cost, where the cost of a subgraph

is the sum of the costs of its edges. A polyhedral study of the problem for K = 2 is can

be found in Stoer (1993). Similarly, the node-survivable network-design problem, denoted

by NSNDP , consists in finding a minimum-cost node-survivable subgraph of G, see M.

Grötschel and Stoer (1992) among others. A variant of this problem only requires edge (or

node) disjointness between pairs of node in a subset S ⊂ V . Note that a related network

design problem with node-disjoint paths between some pairs of nodes which also incorporates

hop-constraints in a disguised fashion is the bounded ring network design problem studied

by Fortz and Labbé (2002, 2004); Fortz et al. (2006), among others. For more references
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about these problems, see the survey by Kerivin and Mahjoub (2005).

In general, the survivability constraints are not sufficient to guarantee a cost effective

routing with a good quality of service since the primary path where the traffic flows or the

secondary paths, if a path fails, may lead to unacceptable delays. Since in most of the routing

technologies, delay is caused at the switching nodes because node processing times dominate

over queuing delays, it is usual to measure the delay in a path in terms of its number of

intermediate nodes, or equivalently, its number of arcs (or hops). Thus, to guarantee the

required quality of service, we impose a limit on the number of arcs of the routing paths, so

that the traffic may be routed, or rerouted if a path fails, on a different path with a quality of

service guaranteed in terms of delay. These, so called hop constraints also guarantee a certain

level of transmission reliability in the sense that the probability that all the transmission

lines in the path are working decrease with the number of arcs (Woolston and Albin, 1988).

We say that a L-path is a path with at most L arcs (or hops).

The L-hop constrained network design problem, consists in finding a least cost subgraph

of G such that there exists a L-path between every pair of nodes, or the nodes in a subset S.

This problem was studied by Balakrishnan and Altinkemer (1992) as a means of generating

alternative base solutions for a network design problem. They presented a standard network

flow formulation with an additional cardinality constraint for each commodity (to model

the hop constraints). They have also derived a Lagrangean relaxation based method whose

theoretical best bound improves the linear programming bound given by the previous for-

mulation. Later on, in the context of a directed spanning tree problem (which can be seen as

a special case of a single-source L-hop-constrained network design problem), Gouveia (1998)

presented a layered network flow reformulation whose linear programming bound equals a

lagrangean based bound similar to the one proposed by Balakrishnan and Altinkemer. Then

this reformulation has been used in several network design problems with hop constraints

(e.g, Pirkul and Soni (2003), Gouveia and Magnanti (2003) and Gouveia et al. (2003)) and

even some hop-constrained problems involving survivability considerations (more on this be-

low). It is interesting to point out that the case with L = 2 already contains lots of structure.

Dahl and Johannessen (2004) make a computational study of this variation of the problem.

Relevant for obtaining the good computational results for the K − ESNDP , is the fact

that most of the best methods rely on so-called natural models, that is, models that use

only one variable for each edge of the graph and an exponential sized set of constraints.

However, for many of these inequalities the associated separation problem is well solved and
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thus, they can be efficiently separated leading to quite good cutting plane algorithms as for

instance in Dahl and Stoer (1998). Unfortunately, finding a similar approach for the same

type of problem with hop-constraints is much more complicated. The reason for this is that

it is not straightforward to obtain a valid natural formulation for a variant of the single

commodity case. This variant consists in finding a set of edges containing K edge-disjoint

L-paths between the two given nodes. Itáı et al. (1982) and later Bley (1997) study the

complexity of this problem for the node-disjoint and the edge-disjoint cases.

For K = 1, Dahl (1999) has provided such a formulation and shown that it describes the

corresponding convex hull for L ≤ 3. Later on, Dahl et al. (2004) have shown that finding

such a description for L ≥ 4 would be quite more complicated. For K ≥ 2 the results are

even worse. Huygens et al. (2004) have extended Dahl’s result for K = 2 and L ≤ 3. For

L ≥ 4, the only interesting result for the moment is the one given in Huygens and Mahjoub

(2007) for L = 4 and K = 2 where a valid formulation has been given. However, nothing else

is known which explains that the only cutting plane method for the more general problem

with several sources and several destinations, Huygens et al. (2007) only considers L ≤ 3.

Based on this, it makes sense to look for alternative ways of formulating the problem, and

the layered approach described previously appears to be a good candidate for formulating

the problem since it is easily generalized for the case with K disjoint paths. In fact, a similar

approach has already been used for the version of the problem with node disjoint paths

(see Gouveia et al. (2006) and Gouveia et al. (2008) for a more complicated version) and

the results in these papers (although for a slightly more complicated variant) give a sort of

motivation for the method developed and tested in this paper:

(i) the linear programming bound given by the model (if it can be solved) should be

reasonably good;

(ii) however, the model is difficult to use in a straightforward way with CPLEX because it

has too many variables.

Thus, (i) and (ii) motivate the approach of using this kind of model but using a decom-

position algorithm, such as the Benders decomposition. Furthermore, another outcome of

this research is that the Benders cuts might give some relevant information for finding valid

inequalities for the cases with L ≥ 5.

In this paper, we formulate the network design problem for any L,K ≥ 1 with multi-

ple pairs of terminals (o(q), d(q)), for q ∈ Q, as an integer program based on the layered
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representation from Gouveia (1998). Up to our knowledge, this is the first formulation for

the problem valid for L ≥ 5. As previously mentioned the model is too large to be used

directly within CPLEX. Hence, we use a Benders decomposition method to efficiently handle

the large number of variables and constraints. Although Benders decomposition has been

widely used for hard mixed-integer problems — including fixed-charge network design prob-

lems (Costa, 2005) —, not much is said about the algorithmic aspect, most authors using

“textbook implementations”. Some recent works (Fischetti et al., 2008; Ljubic et al., 2009)

have highlighted the importance of the normalization constraint in the separation problem.

Herein, we investigate another aspect of the algorithm, namely, when to generate cuts. We

present a thorough computational study of various cutting plane and branch-and-cut algo-

rithms on a large set of instances including the real based instances from SNDlib (Orlowski

et al., 2007). We confirm previous results obtained by Fortz and Poss (2009) showing that

branch-and-cut algorithms outperform cutting plane algorithms. We also show that our Ben-

ders cuts contain the constraints used by Huygens et al. (2004) and Huygens and Mahjoub

(2007) to formulate the problem for L = 2, 3, 4 in the space of natural design variables, as

well as new valid inequalities when L ≥ 5. Hence, for L = 2, 3 our branch-and-cut algorithms

separate at the same time (and polynomially) “cuts inequalities” and “L-paths inequalities”

while the branch-and-cut algorithm from Huygens et al. (2007) needs to separate both in-

dependently. Finally, we present a fast and efficient LP-based heuristic that provides the

optimal solution for more than half of the instances.

In the next section we introduce the layered representation and describe our integer for-

mulation. In Section 3, we reformulate the problem through Benders decomposition and

discuss different algorithmical approaches. Section 4 compares the Benders cuts with previ-

ous known cuts for the problem, while computational results are presented in Section 5.

2. Problem description

The main idea of Gouveia (1998) is to model the subproblem associated with each commodity

with a directed graph composed of L+ 1 layers as illustrated in Figure 1. Namely, from the

original non-directed graph G = (V,E), we create a directed layered graph Gq = (V q, Aq)

for each commodity, where V q = V q
1 ∪ . . . ∪ V

q
L+1 with V q

1 = {o(q)}, V q
L+1 = {d(q)} and

V q
l = V \{o(q)}, l = 2, . . . , L. Let vql be the copy of v ∈ V in the l − th layer of graph Gq.

Then, the arcs sets are defined by Aq = {(iql , j
q
l+1) | i

q
l ∈ V

q
l , j

q
l+1 ∈ V

q
l+1, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}}, see
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Basic Network (a) and its Layered Representation (b) when L = 4

Figure 1. In the sequel, an (undirected) edge in E with endpoints i and j is denoted ij while

a (directed) arc between iql ∈ V
q
l and jql+1 ∈ V

q
l+1 is denoted by (i, j, l) (the commodity q is

omitted in the notation as it is often clear from the context).

Note that each path between o(q) and d(q) in layered graph Gq is composed of exactly L

arcs (hops), which corresponds to a maximum of L edges (hops) in the original one. In fact

this is the main idea of this transformation since in the layered graph, any path is feasible

with respect to the hop constraints. The usual network flow equations defined in this layered

graph yield the following model:

min
∑
ij∈E

cijZij

s.t.
∑

j:(j,i,l−1)∈Aq

U lq
ji −

∑
j:(i,j,l)∈Aq

U lq
ij =

 −K if (p(i) = o(q))
K if (p(i) = d(q)) and (l = L + 1)
0 else

,

(P ) i ∈ V q, l ∈ {1, . . . , L + 1}, q ∈ Q, (1)∑
l∈{1,...,L}

(
U lq

ij + U lq
ji

)
≤ Zij , ij ∈ E, q ∈ Q, (2)

Zij ∈ {0, 1}, ij ∈ E, (3)

U lq
ij integer, (i, j, l) ∈ Aq, q ∈ Q. (4)

Each variable Zij states whether edge ij ∈ E is selected and each variable U lq
ij describes

the amount of flow through arc (i, j, l) for commodity q in layered graph Gq. Constraints

(1) are the flow conservation constraints at every node of the layered graph which guarantee

that K units of flow go from o(q) to d(q), while constraints (2) guarantee edge-disjointness

of the paths. Note that (2) together with (3) imply that U lq
ij ≤ 1 for i 6= j, while (1) implies
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that U lq
ii ≤ K.

In the sequel, we assume the reader familiar with standard notions of polyhedral theory,

see for instance Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988).

3. Benders decomposition

3.1 Reformulation

When facing a complex mixed-integer optimization problem, the Benders decomposition

method (Benders, 1962) can be used to project out complicating real variables. This pro-

jection results in the addition of many additional constraints to the problem. Benders

decomposition has been widely studied for fixed charge network design problems, (Costa,

2005). Indeed, these problems usually route multi-commodity flows on some network to

be designed. Therefore, the associated formulations contain many constraints and variables

bound together by the capacity constraints. Then, once we project out the flow variables,

the subproblems become independent linear programs for each commodity (see, for instance,

SP (q, Z) below), thus reducing significantly the size of the linear programs to solve. How-

ever, the classical framework does not apply to our model (P) because all of its variables are

integer; classical duality theory does not allow us to project out variables with integer restric-

tions. It is well known indeed in the field of stochastic programming that integer recourse

cannot be tackled through classical Benders decomposition, called L-shaped in stochastic

programming (Birge and Louveaux, 2008). Although Carøe and Tind (1998) generalize

the L-shape to integer recourse using general duality theory, their framework stays mainly

theoretical.

To avoid this difficulty, we introduce a new formulation for the problem, (P ′), where we

relax the integrality restrictions on U variables in (P ), replacing (4) by

U lq
ij ≥ 0, (i, j, l) ∈ Aq, q ∈ Q. (5)

We discuss below and in Section 4 whether (P ′) provides the same optimal design Z as (P ).

Then, we can use the classical framework (Costa (2005) among others) to project out U
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variables from (P ′), resulting in the Benders reformulation

(BR)

min
∑
ij∈E

cijZij

s.t. KπL+1
d(q) −

∑
ij∈E

Zijσij ≤ 0, (π, σ) ∈
⋃
q∈Q

Rq,

Zij ∈ {0, 1}, ij ∈ E,

where Rq contains vertices of the feasibility polyhedron for the dual subproblem SP (q, Z)

described next. Given commodity q ∈ Q, let us introduce a dual variable πli, associated with

node i ∈ V and layer l, for each constraint (1) and a dual variable σij for each constraint (2).

Defining o := o(q) and d := d(q), and adding the constraint πL+1
d ≤ 1 to normalize the dual

cone (see Fischetti et al. (2008); Ljubic et al. (2009) for alternative choices of normalization

constraints), we get our dual subproblem SP (q, Z)

max KπL+1
d −

∑
ij∈E

Zijσij (6)

s.t. π2
i − π1

o − σoi ≤ 0, i ∈ V \{o},

πl+1
i − πlj − σij ≤ 0, i, j ∈ V \{o}, i 6= j, l ∈ {2, . . . , L},

SP (q, Z) πl+1
j − πli − σij ≤ 0, i, j ∈ V \{o}, i 6= j, l ∈ {2, . . . , L},

πL+1
d − πLi − σid ≤ 0, i ∈ V,

πl+1
d − πld ≤ 0, l ∈ {2, . . . , L},

πL+1
d ≤ 1,

σij ≥ 0, ij ∈ E.

Note that for each commodity q ∈ Q, one of the constraints in (1) is redundant, which can

be represented by setting π1
o = 0.

Next, we discuss how to extend this procedure to (P ). We need first to introduce some

notations. Given Z ∈ {0, 1}|E|, let Ui(Z) be the set of binary vectors defined by (1),(2) and

(4) and Uc(Z) the polyhedron defined by (1),(2) and (5). Then, define Zi (respectively Zc)
as the set of vectors Z ∈ {0, 1}|E| such that Ui(Z) (respectively Uc(Z)) is nonempty, and let

conv(Zi) (respectively conv(Zc)) be its convex hull. Since Ui(Z) ⊆ Uc(Z) for every binary

Z, we have that Zi ⊆ Zc so that any valid inequality for conv(Zc) is valid for conv(Zi). In

particular, the Benders cut

KπL+1
d(q) −

∑
ij∈E

Zijσij ≤ 0, (7)
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with (π, σ) ∈ Rq for some commodity q ∈ Q, is valid for conv(Zi).
These definitions raise the following question. Are cuts (7) together with integrality

restrictions (3) enough to characterize Zi ? Namely, given a binary vector Z, is it true that

Z belongs to Zi if and only if Z does not violate any cut (7)? It is easy to see that this is

true when K = 1, and we prove in Section 4 that this is also the case for L = 2, 3 with any

K ≥ 2, and for L = 4 with K = 2. However, since we do not know the answer for general

K and L, we must in general solve the following feasibility problem

min e

s.t.
∑

j:(j,i,l−1)∈Aq

U lq
ji −

∑
j:(i,j,l)∈Aq

U lq
ij =

 −K + e if (p(i) = o(q))
K − e if (p(i) = d(q)) and (l = L + 1)
0 else

,

FP (q, Z) i ∈ V q, l ∈ {1, . . . , L + 1}, q ∈ Q,∑
l∈{1,...,L}

(
U lq

ij + U lq
ji

)
≤ Zij , ij ∈ E, q ∈ Q,

U lq
ij integer, (i, j, l) ∈ Aq, q ∈ Q

e ≥ 0

If e = 0, Z ∈ Zi. Otherwise, we must add the weak inequality∑
ij∈E0(Z)

Zij ≥ 1, (8)

with E0(Z) = {ij ∈ E s.t. Zij = 0}, to move away from the current solution, as explained

in the next subsection. It is interesting to point out that in our computational experiments,

we never needed to add such a cut, see Section 5. As a consequence, we did not find a vector

Z ∈ Zc\Zi.

3.2 Algorithmic approach

(BR) contains an exponential number of constraints while only a few of them are active at

the optimum. Therefore, we must dynamically generate the required constraints throughout

the solution method. First works on Benders decomposition for mixed-integer problems

use cutting plane algorithms, cycling many times between master integer problems and

continuous subproblems. However, modern developments in branch-and-cut frameworks

such as the commercial CPLEX (ILOG, 2007) or the noncommercial SCIP (Achterberg,

2009), among others, have eased the development of a branch-and-cut algorithm to solve
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the master problem, incorporating the Benders cut separation in the cutting plane callback.

Recent works by Fortz and Poss (2009) and Bai and Rubin (2009) present examples for

which there is an important time reduction when using a branch-and-cut algorithm instead

of a cutting plane algorithm. In subsection 3.2.1 we briefly describe the multi-cut cutting

plane algorithm, while we detail our different branch-and-cut algorithms in subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Cutting plane approach

Algorithm 1: “Naive” Benders decomposition algorithm: cp

repeat
solve (MP ); /* solve an IP */

let Z be an optimal solution;
foreach q ∈ Q do

compute sq = SP (q, Z); /* solve the dual subproblem */

if sq > 0 then add (7) to (MP );

if sq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q then /* are all dual suproblems feasible? */

foreach q ∈ Q do
compute fq = FP (q, Z); /* solve the feasibility subproblem */

if fq > 0 for some q ∈ Q then add (8) to (MP );

until sq, fq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q ;

return Z

Given a subset Rq of Rq for each q ∈ Q, and binary vectors Z
s
, s = 1, . . . , r, let us define

the master problem

(MP )

min
∑
ij∈E

cijZij

s.t. KπL+1
d(q) −

∑
ij∈E

Zijσij ≤ 0, (π, σ) ∈
⋃
q∈Q

Rq,∑
ij∈E0(Z

s
)

Zij ≥ 1, s = 1, . . . , r,

Zij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ij ∈ E.

In Algorithms 1 and 2, we describe our cutting plane algorithms, cp and cp-i. Because the

main computational burden is the solution of (MP ), we implemented a multi-cut version

of the algorithm: we solve the subproblem for each commodity, therefore adding up to |Q|
cuts per iteration. The improved version cp-i starts by solving the linear programming

relaxation of (MP ) in a cutting plane fashion. Various works enhance this classical solution

algorithm. Among them, Magnanti and Wong (1981) study the effect of using special cuts
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Algorithm 2: Improved Benders decomposition algorithm: cp-i

repeat
solve the linear programming relaxation of (MP ); /* solve a LP */

let Z be an optimal solution;
foreach q ∈ Q do

compute sq = SP (q, Z);
if sq > 0 then add (7) to (MP );

until sq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q ;
repeat

solve (MP ); /* solve an IP */

let Z be an optimal solution;
foreach q ∈ Q do

compute sq = SP (q, Z);
if sq > 0 then add (7) to (MP );

if sq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q then
foreach q ∈ Q do compute fq = FP (q, Z);
if fq > 0 for some q ∈ Q then add (8) to (MP );

until sq, fq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q ;

return Z

called “pareto optimal”, Tsamasphyrou et al. (2000) describe a more subtile version of the

multi-cut algorithm, grouping together subsets of subproblems, and Rei et al. (2009) use

local branching to accelerate the overall algorithm. Sometimes, strong classes of cuts are

known for the problem allowing to add even more cuts at each iteration (Gabrel et al.,

August 1999). Nevertheless we show herein that, at least for our problem, branch-and-cut

algorithms are order of magnitude faster than cutting plane algorithms.

3.2.2 Branch-and-cut approach

An alternative strategy is to solve (MP ) only once. We aim at embedding the generation of

violated feasibility cuts (7) (and (8) if needed) into the branch-and-cut framework solving

(MP ).

It is important to add many cuts early in the tree to avoid exploration of too many

infeasible nodes. However, adding too many unnecessary cuts would slow down the linear

programming relaxation at each node. Our first branch-and-cut algorithm, bc-all, checks

for violated Benders cuts (7) at every node of the tree, while it tests for violated inequality (8)

only at integer nodes. As noted by Fortz and Poss (2009), this algorithm is relatively slow,

because too many cuts are added and too much time is spent in the solution of SP (q, Z). In
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bc-int, we check for cuts (7) and (8) only at integer nodes. Finally, we developed a hybrid

algorithm bc-n, described in Algorithm 3, checking for violated inequality (8) at integer

nodes and for violated inequality (7) at integer nodes and nodes with a depth less than or

equal to n. Note that bc-n generalizes both frameworks since bc-int is the same as bc-0,

and bc-all is the same as bc-|E|.
In Algorithm 3, solving a node o′ ∈ T means solving the linear programming relaxation

of (MP ), augmented with branching constraints of o′, while depth(o′) counts the number of

branching constraints of o′.

Algorithm 3: Hybrid branch-and-cut algorithm: bc-n

begin /* Initialization */
T = {o} where o has no branching constraints;
UB = +∞;

end
while T is nonempty do

select a node o′ ∈ T ;
T ← T\{o′}; /* withdraw node o′ from the tree */

solve o′;
let Z be an optimal solution;
let w be the optimal cost;
if w < UB then

if Z ∈ {0, 1}|E| or depth(o′) ≤ n then
foreach q ∈ Q do compute sq = SP (q, Z);
if sq > 0 then add (7) to (MP );

if Z ∈ {0, 1}|E| and sq ≤ 0 for each q ∈ Q then
foreach q ∈ Q do compute fq = FP (q, Z);
if fq > 0 for some q ∈ Q then add (8) to (MP );
else

UB ← w; /* define a new upper bound */

Z∗ ← Z; /* save current incumbent */

if sq > 0 or fq > 0 for some q ∈ Q then
T ← T ∪ {o′}; /* put node o′ back in the tree */

else if Z /∈ {0, 1}|E| then
branch, resulting in nodes o∗ and o∗∗;
T ← T ∪ {o∗, o∗∗}; /* add children to the tree */

return Z∗
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3.3 Heuristic

An intrinsic difficulty of Benders decomposition is that we replace the well-structured prob-

lem (P ) by a problem (MP ) with no straightforward structure. Indeed, it is well known that

special structures can help the solution of hard integer programs. For instance, detecting a a

flow structure within a more complicated problem can be used to add strong cut inequalities

(Achterberg and Raack, 2009). Moreover, for many problems Benders cuts have fractional

coefficients, yielding numerical instability (Codato and Fischetti (2006) avoid this difficulty

for combinatorial problems with certain classes of “big M” constraints). Finally, it will be

hard for our default MIP solver (CPLEX 11 in our case) to find good upper bounds. We

present next a simple, yet efficient, heuristic. First, we solve the linear programming relax-

ation of the Benders decomposition, resulting in a fractional Z. Then, for each Zij = 0 we

add the constraint Zij = 0 to (MP ), and we solve the resulting problem with bc-n. This

allows us to reduce significantly the number of variables of the problem, yielding a very good

solution in a limited amount of time. The issue whether or not the heuristic finds a feasible

solution is discussed in Section 4.

We present in Section 5 the heuristic quality and the solution time of a new branch-and-

cut algorithm, bc-n-heur, starting with the upper bound from the heuristic.

4. Feasibility problem

Note that the feasibility problems SP (q, Z) and FP (q, Z) and the Benders cuts (7) are

independent for each commodity q ∈ Q, so that without loss of generality, we assume in

this section that we have a unique commodity q going from o to d. Let us come back to

the problem of knowing whether Benders cuts (7) together with integrality restrictions on

Z are sufficient to describe Zi, or in other words, whether Zi = Zc. Stated simply, are

the set of feasible network designs equal for (P ) and (P ′) ? This is equivalent to knowing

whether Ui(Z) = ∅ implies that Uc(Z) = ∅, for any binary vector Z. Notice that the inclusion

conv(Ui(Z)) ⊆ Uc(Z) may be strict. Consider the example with the binary Z described on

Figure 2, where each edge ij ∈ E has a routing cost c̃ij, which refers to an example with

L = 4 and K = 2. There are 5 different 4-paths from o to d: the ones shown on Figure

3 and the path o − b − c − d. There are only two pairs of disjoint paths, {P3, P4} from

Figure 3 and {P3, o− b− c− d}, both with a cost equal to 20. Then, the fractional optimal

solution routes 0.5 unit on each path from Figure 3 yielding a total routing cost equal to
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Figure 2: Graph obtained from Z

10. Thus, the cheapest fractional routing is less than the cheapest integer routing, implying

conv(Ui(Z)) ⊂ Uc(Z).

Let us recall some well-known families of cuts used by Huygens et al. (2004) and Huygens

and Mahjoub (2007) to describe a formulation for (P ) using only design variables. In the

sequel, we show that cuts (7) generalize these families of cuts. Therefore, using results from

Dahl et al. (2006); Diarrassouba (2009) and Lemmas below, we obtain that Benders cuts

together with binary constraints completely describe Zi for L = 2, 3 and any K ≥ 1. Then,

we give an example (see Figure 4) showing that cuts (7) may be interesting when L ≥ 5.

We introduce first some notations. If W ⊂ V is a node subset, then the set of edges

that have one node in W and one node in V \W is called a cut and denoted by δ(W ), and

Z(δ(W )) :=
∑

ij∈δ(W )

Zij. For o, d ∈ V , a cut δ(W ) such that o ∈ W and d ∈ V \W is called

a od-cut. Then, let V0, V1, . . . , VL+1 a partition of V such that o ∈ V0, d ∈ VL+1 and Vi 6= ∅
for i = 1, . . . L. A set of edges T ⊂ E is called a L − path − cut if for each ij ∈ T , i ∈ Vv,
j ∈ Vw such that |v − w| > 1.

For any L and K = 1, Dahl (1999) proves that a binary vector Z belongs to Zi if it

satisfies the following inequalities:

Z(δ(W )) ≥ K, for all od− cuts δ(W ), (9)

and the L− path− cut inequalities

Z(T ) ≥ K, for all L− path− cuts T. (10)
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Figure 3: Fractional and integer minimum cost routing when L = 4 and K = 2.

Huygens et al. (2004) extend (9) and (10) to L = 2, 3 and K = 2, which together with

binary restrictions on Z, provide a valid formulation for the problem. In further works Dahl

et al. (2006); Diarrassouba (2009), the authors prove the formulation to be valid for any

K ≥ 2. Consider now a partition V0, V1, . . . , VL+r of V such that s ∈ V0, t ∈ VL+r and Vi 6= ∅
for i = 1, . . . L+r−1. Generalizing (10), Dahl and Gouveia (2004) introduce the generalized

jump inequality ∑
i∈Vv ,j∈Vw,v 6=w

min(|v − w| − 1, r)Zij ≥ Kr. (11)

Finally, Huygens and Mahjoub (2007) introduce in the two-layered 4-path-cut specifically

for the case L = 4 and K = 2. Let V0, V1, . . . , V6,W1, . . . ,W4 be a partition of V such that

o ∈ V0, d ∈ V6 and Vi 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . 5. They define the inequality

ax ≥ 4, (12)

with

aij = min(|v − w| − 1, 2), i ∈ Vv, j ∈ Vw, i 6= j,
aij = 2, i ∈ Wv, j ∈ Ww, |v − w| ≥ 2,
aij = 2, i ∈ Vv, j ∈ Ww, w − v ≥ 2 or v − w ≥ 3,
aij = 1, i ∈ Wv, j ∈ Ww, (v, w) = (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 4), (4, 2),
aij = 0, otherwise.

(13)

They have shown that inequalities (12), besides (9) and (10), are needed to obtain a valid

formulation for L = 4 and K = 2.
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Next, we prove that cuts (7) generalize cuts (9), (11) and (12) (thus (10) because it is a

special case of (11)).

Lemma 1. Consider some od− cut δ(W ). Inequality (9) for δ(W ) is a Benders cut (7) for

some vector (π, σ) feasible for SP (q, Z).

Proof. Setting πL+1
d = 1, σij = 1 for ij ∈ δ(W ) and 0 otherwise, (7) becomes∑

ij∈δ(W )

Zij ≥ K.

We are left to set up πli for l < L+ 1 so that (π, σ) is feasible for SP (q, Z). It is easy to see

that πli = 0 for i ∈ W , and πli = 1 for i ∈ V \W , satisfies this requirement.

Lemma 2. Let (V0, V1, . . . , VL+r) be some partition of V such that o ∈ V0, d ∈ VL+r and

Vi 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . L + r − 1. Inequality (11) for this partition is a Benders cut (7) for

some vector (π, σ) feasible for SP (q, Z).

Proof. First, we must set πL+1
d = 1, σij = r−1 min(|v − w| − 1, r) for i ∈ Vv, j ∈ Vw, so that

(7) becomes

r−1
∑

i∈Vv ,j∈Vw,v 6=w

min(|v − w| − 1, r)Zij ≥ K,

equal to (11) by multiplying both sides by r. We are left to set up πli for l < L + 1 so

that (π, σ) is feasible for SP (q, Z). First, set π1
o = 0 and πld = 1 for l = 2, . . . , L. For

each 0 ≤ v ≤ L + r, let i ∈ Vk and set πli = r−1 min(v − l, r) for l = 1, . . . , v − 1, πli = 0

for l = v, . . . , L + r − 1, see Table 1 for r = 2 and L = 4. We must check that for any

i ∈ Vv, j ∈ Vw, and 1 ≤ l ≤ L, the arc (i, j, l) satisfies σij ≥ πl+1
j − πli. By definition of π,

πl+1
j − πli = y

r
for some 1 ≤ y ≤ r implies that w > v + y + 1 so that σij ≥ y

r
. Thus, (π, σ)

satisfies all equations of SP (q, Z).

Lemma 3. Let V0, V1, . . . , V6,W1, . . . ,W4 be a partition of V such that o ∈ V0, d ∈ V6 and

Vi 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . 5. Inequality (12) for this partition is a Benders cut (7) for some vector

(π, σ) feasible for SP (q, Z).

Proof. We set πL+1
d = 1 and σij = 1

2
aij, with a defined in (13), and π as in Tables 1 and 2.

The rest of the proof of is similar to the proof of Lemma 2,
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Table 1: Values of π for the generalized jump
inequality for L = 4 and r = 2.

l 1 2 3 4 5
V0 –/0 0 0 0 –
V1 – 0 0 0 –
V2 – 0.5 0 0 –
V3 – 1 0.5 0 –
V4 – 1 1 0.5 –
V5 – 1 1 1 –
V6 – 1 1 1 –/1

Table 2: Values of π for nodes in W for the
two-layered 4-path-cut inequality.
l 1 2 3 4 5
W1 – 0 0 0 –
W2 – 1 0 0 –
W3 – 1 1 0 –
W4 – 1 1 1 –

As a result of Lemmas 1, 2 and 3, Dahl (1999), Theorem 2.2 from Huygens et al. (2004)

(and its generalization to any K in Dahl et al. (2006) and Diarrassouba (2009)) and Theorem

3 from Huygens and Mahjoub (2007) we obtain:

Proposition 1. The sets Zc and Zi are equal for L = 2, 3 with any K ≥ 2, and L = 4 with

K = 2.

In particular, we obtain that heuristic described in subsection 3.3 shall find a feasible

solution in this context:

Corollary 1. For K = 1 with any L ≥ 1, L = 2, 3 with any K ≥ 2, and L = 4 with K = 2,

the algorithm heuristic will always find a feasible design for (P ) .

Proof. Let (Z,U) be an optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation of (P ). Thus,

Z satisfies all Benders cuts (7). Then, since each component of σ is positive or zero, dZe
satisfies all (7) as well, so that dZe ∈ Zc. Therefore, Proposition 1 implies that dZe ∈ Zi.

It is natural to wonder whether the equality Zc = Zi holds for L = 4 and K ≥ 3, and

L ≥ 5 and K ≥ 2. Although, we do not know the complete answer, Theorem 3.3 from Itáı

et al. (1982) leads to the following partial answer.

Proposition 2. For each L ≥ 5, there exists a K ≥ 2 for which the inclusion Zi ⊂ Zc holds

strictly.

Proof. We prove this result by contradiction. Consider some L ≥ 5 and assume that Zi = Zc
for each K ≥ 2. Consider some Z ∈ Zi and let G = (V,E) be the graph described by Z,

i.e., ij ∈ E if and only if Zij = 1. For each K ≥ 2, we can check whether there exists

K edge-disjoint L-paths between o and d by solving SP (q, Z), because Zi = Zc. Thus,
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Table 3: Values of π for cut (14).

l 1 2 3 4 5 6
o 0 0 0 0 0 –
a – 0 1 0 1 –
b – 1 0 1 0 –
c – 1 1 0 1 –
e – 1 1 1 0 –
f – 1 1 1 1 –
g – 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 –
d – 1 1 1 1 1

this existence question can be answered in polynomial time for any K. Since the maximum

number of such paths is bounded by the number of vertices of V , the problem of finding the

maximum number of edge-disjoint L-paths between o and d is polynomial, which contradicts

Theorem 3.3 from Itáı et al. (1982).

Finally, let us show that cuts (7) contain new valid inequalities for the problem for

L ≥ 5. First, note that Huygens and Mahjoub (2007) introduce the two-layered L-path-cut

inequalities, extending the two-layered 4-path-cut inequalities to general L. It can be easily

seen that Lemma 3 can be extended to incoporate these generalized inequalities. More

important is the fact that they show on three examples that these new inequalities, together

with (9), (11) and binary restrictions on Z, are not sufficient to formulate the problem for

L ≥ 5. For instance, consider the graph shown in Figure 4. We see that it is impossible to

find two edge-disjoints paths from o to d with length smaller than or equal to 5, but Huygens

and Mahjoub were not able to provide any inequality that cuts off this design. We describe

next a violated Benders cut that cuts off the solution depicted in Figure 4. Let G = (V,E) be

the graph in Figure 4, Zij the binary vector made of 9 consecutive ones, and q a commodity

in G from o to d. First, note that a violated Benders cut must exist because it is impossible

to find a fractional flow satisfying (1),(2) and (5) in the layered graph constructed from G

(so that its dual is unbounded, yielding a violated Benders cut).

Then, define the following dual variables: σog = σcg = σgd = 0.5, σij = 0 for ij ∈
E\{og, cg, gd}, and π is described in Table 3. One can check that (π, σ) belongs to SP (q, Z)

for G. Morover, they yield the Benders cut

0.5Zog + 0.5Zcg + 0.5Zgd ≥ 2, (14)
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Figure 4: New inequality for L = 5.

violated by Z. This cut can be extended for more general graphs, partitioning the nodes into

8 subsets, see Figure 4. Then, setting (π, σ) accordingly, we obtain a cut involving the edges

represented in Figure 4, with coefficients equal to 1 (respectively 0.5) for plain (respectively

dashed) edges. Similar cuts can be obtained in this way for the other examples in Huygens

and Mahjoub (2007). Such cuts were independently discovered by Gouveia et al. (2009).

5. Computational results

In this section we compare the solution times of formulations (P ) and (P ′) (see the commen-

tary below), which we denote layered and layered-r, respectively, cutting plane algorithms

cp and cp-i, and branch-and-cut approaches bc-all, bc-int, bc-5 and bc-5-heur. Then,

for the branch-and-cut approaches we compare the number of cuts generated and the number

of nodes visited in the branch-and-cut tree. Finally, we evaluate the quality of the upper

bound given by heuristic.

We have discussed in Section 4 whether we can relax the integrality restrictions (4). We

have answered affirmatively for some values of L and K, see Proposition 1, although we have

never encountered an instance for which a feasibility cut (8) was needed. Thus, Benders cuts

were enough to describe the problem for all the instances in our computational experiments,

so that models layered and layered-r coincide for these instances. Therefore, we also

present also the computational time required by layered-r. Note that we tested branch-

and-cut algorithms without the feasibility part as well, but the speed-up was insignificant,

so that we do not report them in the remainder.
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5.1 Implementation details

All models have been coded in JAVA using CPLEX 11 MIP solver and run on a DELL

Latitude D820 with a processor Intel Core Duo 2 T7200 of 2GHz and 2.5 GB of RAM

memory. We allow CPLEX to store the branch-and-bound tree in a file, setting parameter

IntParam.NodeFileInd to 2, to avoid from running out of memory. Moreover, for each

algorithm we configure CPLEX as follows :

layered and layered-r All parameters have been kept to their default values, CPLEX

chooses to explore the branch-and-bound tree with the dynamic search.

cp: We build an empty IP for the master problem, |Q| LP’s for the Benders subproblems

and |Q| IP for the feasibility subproblems. Then, we cycle between these problems,

with all parameters kept to their default values. CPLEX uses the dynamic search for

solving all IP’s.

cp-i: We build an empty LP for the master problem and solve it through a cutting

plane algorithm. Then, we build an IP for the master problem, the constraints of which

are the Benders cuts just generated; we solve it through a cutting plane algorithm, with

all parameters kept to their default values. CPLEX uses the dynamic search.

bc-all, bc-int, and bc-n: Since the model does not contain explicitly all constraints,

we must desactivate the dual presolve, setting BooleanParam.PreInd to false. Then, we

implemented our (global) cuts generation with a LazyConstraintCallback, preventing

CPLEX from using the dynamic search.

bc-n-heur: We use the algorithm bc-n, providing CPLEX with the upper bound found

by heuristic. The CPU times reported do not consider the time spent in heuristic.

heuristic: We first solve the linear programming relaxation by a cutting plane al-

gorithm (in fact, we use a branch-and-cut algorithm with a limit of 0 node, setting

IntParam.NodeLim to 0). Then, we fix some of the variables to 0, and resolve the

resulting problem with bc-n.

5.2 Instances details

We used three different tests sets. The sets TC and TE were taken from a class of complete

graphs G = (V,E), reported in Gouveia (1996). They share the following features: |V | = 21,
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Table 4: Instances description.

Name |N | |E| |Q| # of instances Rooted demands?
TC-5 21 210 5 5 true
TC-10 21 210 10 5 true
TE-5 21 210 5 5 true
TE-10 21 210 10 5 true
pdh 11 34 27 1 false

di-yuan 11 42 48 1 false
dfn-gwin 11 47 9 1 false
polska 12 18 17 1 false

nobel-us 14 21 33 1 false

|Q| ∈ {5, 10}, and all point-to-point demands share one of their extremities (which we call

rooted demands in Table 4). The cost matrix for each instance considers the integer part

of the Euclidean distance between the coordinates of the 21 nodes, randomly placed among

the integer points of a grid 100×100. The TC class contains 5 instances with 5 commodities

and 5 instances with 10 commodities with the root located in the center of the grid and the

TE class contains 5 instances with 5 commodities and 5 instances with 10 commodities with

the root located on a corner of the grid. We see in the next section that instances TE are

much harder to solve than instances TC. Then, five instances are based on sparse networks

from SNDlib (Orlowski et al., 2007): pdh, di-yuan, dfn-gwin, polska, nobel-us. Table 4

summarizes the size of the instances. We solved the problem for L ranging from 3 to 5 and

K from 1 to 3. We set a time limit of 3600 seconds for all instances and algorithms.

5.3 Results

First, we look at the quality of the linear programming relaxation of our model (P ). Let IP ∗

and LP ∗ be the optimal value of (P ) and its linear programming relaxation, respectively.

Table 5 shows that the gap
(
IP ∗−LR∗

IP ∗ ∗ 100
)

decreases as K increases. It means that the

extended formulation integrates well the survivability constraints.

Before comparing the different algorithms, we need to determine the “best” value for

the depth parameter of branch-and-cut algorithm bc-n. We select a group of complicated

instances (instances that layered can not solve to optimality within 3600 seconds) and we

test different values of the depth parameter n. On Figure 5, we plot the result of this tuning

stage. For both curves, the minimum is reached when n = 5. Therefore, in the sequel we
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Table 5: Geometric average of gap
(
IP ∗−LR∗

IP ∗ ∗ 100
)

for all instances.

L/K 1 2 3
3 21.40 10.90 5.47
4 24.30 9.45 5.69
5 26.70 6.00 5.16

Figure 5: bc-n depth parameter tuning by average CPU time (sec.)
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Figure 6: Performance profile comparing methods on the entire test set.

always consider bc-5 for the hybrid branch-and-cut algorithm.

We compare the performance in terms of resolution time for the different methods by

plotting the performance profile (Dolan and More, 2002) on Figure 6. Clearly, algorithms

bc-5, bc-int and bc-5-heur are the fastest algorithms. Moreover, we see that the simple

and naive implementation of the Benders decomposition cp performs much worse than the

original model layered. Indeed, Benders decomposition suffers from the loss of problem

structure, so that each of the iterations of the master problem requires a sensible amount

of time (see Table 9 for averages numbers of iterations). Thus, a careful implementation is

required to make the decomposition efficient.

Table 6 indicates, for each algorithm, the number of instances (out of the 213 instances

which compose the entire test set) that can not be solved within the 3600 seconds. Among

the 13 or 12 instances that layered or layered-r can not solve to optimality, only 1 can

not be solved by bc-5. b-c-heur can solve all instances to optimality. The reader can find

the arithmetic averages of CPU times on Table 5.3 (> indicates that one or more instances

could not be solved to optimality).

Table 5.3 indicates the arithmetic average values of the optimal solutions (IP*), linear

programming relaxations (LP*), heuristic solutions (heuristic*), and heuristic CPU time
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Table 6: Number of instances (out of 213) unsolved within one hour.

layered layered-r cp cp-i bc-all bc-int bc-5 bc-5-heur

13 12 90 30 20 4 1 0

Table 7: Average CPU times for all approaches.

layered layered-r cp cp-i bc-all bc-int bc-5 bc-5-heur heuristic

Arithmetic Mean > 582.05 > 498.09 > 1817.87 > 680.27 > 494.40 > 151.87 > 89.78 74.03 3.78

in seconds. Moreover, the arithmetic averages of the GAP between LP* and IP* are com-

puted, IP ∗−LP ∗

IP ∗ and between heuristic* and IP*, heuristic∗−IP ∗

IP ∗ . Column “Optimal” provides

the number of instances for which the heuristic solution is optimal. It can be seen that

heuristic always provide a very good solution to the problem. Furthermore, heuristic is

also pretty fast, taking around 4 seconds whereas layered and bc-5-heur take respectively

on average 582.05 and 74.03 seconds. In 139 cases out of 213 (around 65%), the solution

given by the heuristic is the optimal one. Finally, Table 10 presents arithmetic averages

of the number of Benders cuts generated by the branch-and-cut algorithms, and number of

nodes explored by branch-and-cut and extended formulations, and Table 11 provides means

of CPU time spent for solving Benders subproblems and the corresponding fraction in the

total CPU time (means have been taken over all instances). The results detailed for each

instance can be found at

http://www.ulb.ac.be/di/gom/publications/technical/2010/BendersHOP/DetailedResults.pdf.

Moreover, all our instances can be downloaded in text format at

http://www.ulb.ac.be/di/gom/publications/technical/2010/BendersHOP/data.zip.

Table 8: LP Relaxation, Integer optimal solution and heuristic performances for the entire
test set.

Instances IP∗ LP∗ Gap(%) heuristic∗ Gap(%) Optimal heuristic CPU Time
TC-5 248.27 231.97 8.04 252.07 1.77 24/45 0.76
TC-10 382.51 343.34 12.96 384.00 0.42 31/45 4.78
TE-5 316.78 291.03 10.67 322.36 2.17 24/45 0.97
TE-10 446.20 379.06 17.72 447.98 0.36 30/45 9.39
pdh 1480322.56 1216582.21 21.25 1480285.35 0.00 9/9 6.51

di-yuan 46156666.67 37860533.01 20.96 46156666.67 0.00 9/9 2.21
dfn-gwin 114280.00 97639.51 16.33 114753.33 0.41 3/6 0.59
polska 302420.00 274481.67 11.11 302420.00 0.00 5/5 0.37

nobel-us 13966000.00 12806125.00 10.00 13966000.00 0.00 4/4 1.39
Arithmetic Mean 2285715.50 1901093.08 13.13 2285729.93 1.01 - 3.78
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Table 9: Average numbers of iterations.

Instances cp cp-i

linear (MP) integer (MP)
TC-5 54.07 20.53 11.11
TC-10 97.00 28.22 22.09
TE-5 229.87 34.71 36.64
TE-10 126.29 37.58 51.51
pdh 174.67 13.33 111.44

di-yuan 81.33 9.89 20.67
dfn-gwin 94.33 17.00 29.50
polska 56.60 11.40 4.80

nobel-us 147.25 11.50 21.75
Arithmetic Mean 124.73 27.52 32.57

Table 10: Number of cuts generated and of nodes visited for the entire test set.

Instances
Number of cuts generated Number of nodes visited

bc-all bc-int bc-5 bc-5-heur bc-all bc-int bc-5 bc-5-heur layered layered-r

TC-5 342.98 120.33 128.20 94.71 135.27 405.69 311.98 917.58 118.27 149.09
TC-10 6616.56 567.80 780.49 378.36 885.60 6825.44 3545.40 13972.93 1241.31 741.11
TE-5 757.13 236.62 248.40 159.73 169.29 1165.84 520.51 2204.31 206.98 177.56
TE-10 17154.53 1693.60 2008.31 1029.40 1310.00 48490.58 13983.40 43201.62 3402.56 2207.69
pdh 6270.33 1219.22 1205.89 1103.22 2652.78 7831.33 6773.78 9663.11 4464.56 2009.89

di-yuan 1349.44 585.22 592.22 541.56 210.89 753.78 549.33 1614.56 1202.89 243.78
dfn-gwin 1221.33 289.67 310.17 200.83 415.00 1029.33 909.17 787.17 632.00 410.00
polska 110.00 110.20 103.80 105.00 16.00 31.40 25.00 88.80 8.20 14.80

nobel-us 224.25 238.75 219.25 234.75 17.75 47.00 28.25 242.50 45.25 14.25
Arithmetic Mean 5617.64 644.65 760.01 433.20 661.60 12411.86 4215.30 13244.02 1308.13 799.38

Table 11: CPU time spent for solving Benders subproblems.

cp cp-i bc-all bc-int bc-5 bc-5-heur heuristic

CPU time 1.39 0.81 86.31 9.94 10.46 6.14 1.91
(Arithmetic mean)

Fraction of total time 0.25 1.34 37.59 23.98 29.81 23.41 17.31
(Geometric mean)
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